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INSTRUCTIONS 
 As you start to prepare for the upcoming holidays, take a moment to assess your level of self-care.  There are no right or wrong 

answers, simply select the answer that fits best for you and see what you learn about yourself. 
 Scoring: Score 2 points for each Yes, 1 point for each Sometimes and 0 points for No's. 
 

  Yes Sometimes No 

1. I am happy with my physical fitness and energy levels    
2. I eat well (nutritionally) most of the time     
3. I do not abuse my body with caffeine, alcohol, drugs or tobacco    
4. I get plenty of sleep so I usually feel well rested    
5. I recognize the connection between thinking, feeling and behavior    
6. I accept the emotions of the holiday season and have strategies to stay centered    
7. I meditate, journal, relax quietly or have alone-time regularly     
8. I prioritize how I spend my time and important things get done in plenty of time    
9. I feel comfortable saying "No" to myself and others when I need to    
10. I have friends who I can confide in    
11. I manage my finances with a budget    
12. I don’t try for perfection, I do the best that I can with what I have    
13. I recognize my stress signals and know when to take a break    
14. I know what brings me joy and I allow myself to feel joy regularly    
15. I spend most of my time with people who support, energize and inspire me    
16. I listen to and trust my intuition when it comes to taking care of myself.    
17. I have someone who supports and encourages me in life    
18. I have no regrets and have forgiven myself my past mistakes    
19. I have let go of any past resentments towards others    
20. I feel comfortable asking for help when I need it    
21. I can let go of things that I can’t control    
     

TOTAL NUMBER of Yes's, Sometimes, and No's. ___ ___ ___ 
The maximum possible total is 42. Write your total score here  ____ 

 

If your score is 32 or above, you are paying attention to those things that matter and taking the time to renew and 
refresh yourself. Bravo, give yourself a pat on the back!  Holidays, bring ‘em on! To support your continued personal 
growth and to get new ideas for coping with the holidays, read the Four Tips to Reduce Holiday Stress 
 
If your score is between 21 and 31, you are halfway there!  Take a hard look at “no” and “sometimes” answers 
and see if there is a pattern of behavior that can be changed.  If you need guidance, consider asking a coach to help 
you discover areas of self-sabotage and identify steps to put in place for when you go off-track. If your 'comfort' zone 
is constantly rushing around, a coach can help you with creating positive, healthy habits, getting more organized and 
saying no.  
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If your score is 20 or below, you might be headed for a crisis and the holidays will only add to your frustration and 
stress.  Here’s where coaching can help you.  A coach can help you look at limiting beliefs, self-sabotaging habits, your 
lifestyle and life balance, and values - and help you focus on small changes that can have an immediate impact. Even 
if your time and energy before the holidays is limited, your coach can help you set short-term goals that will enable 
you to be more present during the holidays and make the season more enjoyable.   
 
Marsha is a personal development coach and the Comeback Queen.  She has pulled herself up time and again 
as she’s overcome the challenges that life has thrown in her path.  She’s rebuilt her credit, rekindled her spiritual life, 
raised successful independent children, reestablished her career, and reclaimed love again (and again).  Marsha shares 
her story and the lessons she has learned with others to help them overcome the stresses and challenges of being 
alive. 
 
Marsha offers free 30 minute coaching consults.  To schedule yours, simply send an email to her at 
marsha@consultmef.com  Happy Holidays!  
 


